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NEW COOPERATION AGREEMENT

On Tuesday, 16 April 2019, the University of Bremen and the Alumni of the

University of Bremen signed a new cooperation agreement. The existing

contract, an adjustment from 2006, the year the association was founded,

had to be adapted to the current situation of the university and the

association. The alumni board and the university (pictured at the signing

ceremony: University-Director of Finance and Administration Dr. Martin

Mehrtens and Ute Treptow, deputy chairwoman of the board) drew a positive

conclusion on the development and work of the association so far.

 

 

 

 

 

ON AN ESPRESSE WITH .. WOLF GUNTER BRÜGMANN-
FRIEDEBORN

In the newsletter we interview our members about their time at Bremen

University. In this issue Wolf Gunther Brügmann-Friedeborn - Former

Director of the Newsroom at Frankfurter Rundschau - answered our

questions.

Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

REGIONAL GROUP MEETING IN FRANKFURT A BIG HIT

Eight Bremen alumni met for a second time in Frankfurt on March 19 only six

weeks after the first meeting there. The event helped to build bridges

between the generation of recent graduates and those pursuing a doctorate

in Frankfurt and a more work experienced alumni.

Read more ...
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ALUMNI CHAPTER ESTABLISHED IN NIGERIA

Alumni of the University of Bremen do not only meet all over Germany but

also across the globe. Another alumni group abroad has now been

established in Nigeria. Our alumnus Dr. Ignatius Adeh coordinates the new

chapter. 

Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

MARCH FOR SCIENCE

On 04 May there will be once again a "March for Science". One of the main

speakers at the demonstration in Bremen will be the University's Vice

President Andreas Breiter. "The freedom of science and research is a

valuable commodity that must be protected and defended. The alumni of the

University of Bremen explicitly support the movement and call for

participation on 04 May", says Christoph Sodemann, deputy chairman of the

board. 

Read more ...
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ALUMNI SUMMER FÊTE 2019

We would like to inform you and your calendars as early as now about the

popular occasion for our annual summer fête this year. We will be meeting

on Friday, June 14, 2019 at 6 p.m. on the university campus at Café Unique.

We will come together on campus in a relaxed atmosphere fit for summer

and can make conversation while enjoying grilled delicacies and summer

drinks.

Further information and registration

 

 

 

 

 

OPEN CAMPUS 2019

The University of Bremen invites interested people in and around Bremen to

the OPEN CAMPUS on June 15th 2019! In more than 40 pagoda tents set up

in our campus park faculties, institutes, affiliated institutes, and various

central research units will give fascinating insights into their works and

projects. Of course, the alumni of the University of Bremen will also be

represented with a stand and many activities and ideas. Just enter the date

as a fixed date in your calendar - it's definitely worth it! Read more ...
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ALUMNI AT THE GERMAN BUNDESRAT

On September 20, 2019, we would like to invite you to an excursion to

political Berlin. An event that has become an annual highlight. This time, we

will visit the German Bundesrat, the Bremen State Representation, and the

German Resistance Memorial Center.

Further information and registration
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YES? NO? MAYBE? – EXTRA-OCCUPATIONAL MASTER
PROGRAM IN PROFESSIONAL PUBLIC DECISION MAKING

In fall, the extra-occupational Master program Professional Public Decision

Making at the University of Bremen goes into its fifth round. The focus of the

degree program, which is unique in Germany, lies on the topic ‘Decision-

making in public space’ – students learn interdisciplinarily and in

interprofessional student groups. The lecturers are from the fields of politics,

economics, law, sociology, computer science, and philosophy. And the best

thing: There are still open places! 

Read more (German only)

 

 

 

 

 

UNKNOWN WORLDS? THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE? QUICK
INFORMATION IN ONLY THIRTY MINUTES!

Selected topics at unusual places, in pubs and bars in Bremen and

Bremerhaven: some pieces of information – then open conversation. A new

format of scientific communication with radiant success!

Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

GOOD OLD MAX MUSTERMANN ...

He would probably have little problem getting a rented apartment in

Germany. Others, on the other hand, do. An exotic name, a light accent -

and the dream of the new four walls can fail. You think that's a rumour?

Read more ...
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U BREMEN EXCELLENCE CHAIRS: CLOSE COOPERATION
WITH INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS

In January 2019, the program of the U Bremen Excellence Chairs launched

at the University of Bremen, which fosters and strengthens core scientific

areas as well as international cooperation with expert visiting professors. 

Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

VIVID INTERNATIONALIZATION

On March 27, the Members of the Young European Research Universities

Network (YERUN) met for their biannual General Assembly in Antwerp. The

network, which has been established a few years ago, is in consolidation

after an active and vivid development phase.

Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

NEWCOMER SERVICE FOR VISITING STUDENTS

130 visiting students from European and non-European partner universities

began their studies at the University of Bremen this summer semester.

The International Office of the university supported them with settling in in

Bremen in a three-week orientation before the semester started.

Read more ...
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A BIOLOGICAL BANDAGE FROM AUTOLOGOUS BLOOD –
SCIENCE FICTION? OH, NO! 

Rather a current finding from Bremen. This endogenous solution for wounds

has now been discovered by a Bremen research group lead by Dorothea

Brüggemann, the Emmy Noether research group for nanoBiomaterials,

which is funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG), at the Institute

for Biophysics.

Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

HOPE IN THE FIGHT AGAINST TESTICULAR CANCER

Malignant tumors have been examined in young men between twenty and

forty years of age. Bremen scientists have cooperated with 37 hospitals in

Europe in order to accomplish that. The study from Bremen has received full
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attention from the entire world of experts.

Read more ...

 

 

 

 

ORDER OF MERIT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY FOR PROFESSOR KONSTANZE PLETT

The Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany. This is not an award

you receive every day. Bremen Professor Konstanze Plett was awarded the

Order of Merit at a ceremony in Berlin by Anja Karliczeck, the Federal

Minister of Education and Research, on behalf of Federal President Frank-

Walter Steinmeier. The award honors her outstanding work in the recognition

of rights for intersexual individuals.

Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

HOW RUSSIAN IS CRIMEA REALLY?

New digital formats – something with which the Research Center for East

European Studies at the University of Bremen can credit itself. And the work

is still growing and is continuously extended. 

Read more (German only)
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